STWST48x4SLEEP

DARTASSLEEP.THE48-HOURLIGHTER-EXTRAVAGANZASHOWSNEWARTCONTEXTSDEVELOPEDINANDAROUNDSTWSTUNCONSCIOUSSLEEPLIMITEDITIONSTWST48x4

THE 4TH EDITION OF STADTWERKSTATT’S 48-HOUR NON STOP PROGRAM BRINGS TOGETHER ARTISTS AND CRITICALLY PRODUCERS TO ADDRESS AN AESTHETICS OF THE UNCONSCIOUS.

ART FOR SLEEPERS, ART BY SLEEPERS AND ART AS SLEEP. THE 48-HOUR-EXTRAVAGANZA SHOWS NEW ART CONTEXTS DEVELOPED IN AND AROUND STWST.

STWST48x4.STWST.AT
SLEEP 48 at STWST48x4
14:00 Sept 7th – 14:00 Sept 9th, 2018, Linz, Austria.

http://stwst48x4.stwst.at/

With a major focus on sleep, the 4th edition of the 48-hour non-stop program brings together artists and critical producers to address an aesthetic of the unconscious. Art for Sleepers, Art by Sleepers and Art as Sleep.

SLEEP48 is a Stadtwerkstadt project conceived by Shu Lea Cheang and Matthew Fuller, who were inspired by Fuller’s latest book “How to Sleep, the art, biology and culture of unconsciousness”. SLEEP48, 48 hours of sleeping through active sensing, experiencing, doing and perceiving, explores the complex physiological phenomena that changes over its duration and that has different cultural and physical expressions. Programs include the lecture DEEP SLEEP and the exhibition HEROES OF SLEEP. The sonic sanitarium of SONATAS OF SLEEP/LESS offers treatments for information shock-workers. As a statement of non-architecture: SLEEP TUNNEL shows infinite sleep. SLEEP BATTLE will be monitored by Sleep Laboratory. More: The experimental setting HYPNOMACHIA, the performative ROUGH SLEEP, a SPECULATIVE SCHOOL OF SLEEP DANCE and uncanny familiar SOCIAL SLEEP VIDEOS. Own sleepy experiments can be followed up with SCHLAFGUT-BIER and SLEEP FOOD.
SLEEP TUNNEL at Maindeck, Stadtwerkstatt

SLEEP BATTLE

Speculative school of sleep dance  SchlafGutBier v.01
SLEEP CLUB

SLEEP48 CLUB NIGHTS
7/09-8/09 (sunset at 19:33, sunrise at 6:30)

19:33- 21:30 (1 set)
Svetlana Maras

21:30-22:30 (in between sets by FuFu)

22:30-00:30 (2nd set)
Sainkho Namtchylak

00:30-01:30 (in between sets by FuFu)

01:30-03:30 (3rd set)
Olesia onykiienko aka Neither Famous Nor Rich

3:30-4:30 (in between sets by FuFu)

4:30-6:30 (4th set)
Ioana Vreme Moser

08/09 -09/09 (sunset 19:30, sunrise 6:31)

19:30- 21:30 (5 set)
Mimu Merz

21:30-22:30 (in between sets by FuFu)

22:30-00:30 (6th set)
Jessica Ekomane
00:30-01:30 (in between sets by FuFu)

01:30-03:30 (7th set)
Cammack Lindsey

3:30-4:30 (in between sets by FuFu)

4:30-6:31 (8th set)
tamara wilhelm

at 6:31am, we walk out of club, into the Danube... a boat ride down the Danube for early breakfast and a bit stretching.